MID LATENCY AND SLOW VERTEX RESPONSES DURING PREGNANCY
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Abstract: Central auditory pathways picked up electro-physiologically as mid latency responses (MLRs) and slow vertex responses (SVRs) have been studied least in women during their critical periods of life although auditory brainstem responses (ABRs) have been studied by many researchers. In the present study MLRs and SVRs were recorded in 20 pregnant women of age group 18–28 years. Their period of gestation ranged between 26–40 weeks and pregnancy had been uneventful and normal. MLRs and SVRs were recorded from Cz-A1 and Cz-A2 positions with alternating 90 dB sound pressure click stimuli delivered at 5 Hz and 0.5 Hz respectively. 256 stimuli for mid-latency and 64 stimuli for slow vertex responses were averaged and analyzed. Different waves of these auditory evoked responses were compared with 20 age matched non-pregnant females. The data obtained was analyzed for each variable by using unpaired student’s T test.

Present study did not reveal any difference in MLR waves during pregnancy when compared with the non-pregnant females whereas all the SVR waves were found to be significantly delayed in pregnant females. As SVR generators are found in different cortical areas, it can be said that auditory information processing at the higher centers is slow during pregnancy which in turn could be due to elevated levels of sex hormones specially estrogen and progesterone during pregnancy.
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INTRODUCTION

Female hormones undergo quantitative changes during critical periods of their life i.e., menstrual cycle, pregnancy and menopause. Various physiological changes occur in the body during these critical periods due to alteration in the levels of estrogen and progesterone. Baker and Weiler suggested that circulating levels of female sex hormones influence the sensory nervous system (1). Changes in taste, sensitivity, hedonics, mood and craving for odd food articles have already been reported during normal pregnancy (2, 3). Hearing being one of the sensory modality also gets
influenced. The effects of sex steroids on electro-physiological responses have also been reported (4).

There are contradictory findings concerning the impact of the menstrual cycle on hearing levels. Hormonal influence on auditory brainstem responses (ABR) has been elaborated by different researchers differently during menstrual cycle. Fagan and Church, Howard et al and Resende et al reported no change in ABRs throughout the menstrual cycle (5–7) while Zani, Elkind-Hirsch et al and Tasman et al reported increasing latencies of wave III and V in midcycle and decreasing latencies in midluteal phase of menstrual cycle (8–10). Elkind-Hirsch and co-workers postulated that central auditory pathways are modulated by the changing levels of hormones during menstrual cycle on the basis of the quantitative analysis of various hormones during different phases of menstrual cycle (11). Bhatia et al found increasing latencies in pre-menstrual phase (2). All of them reported shortest latencies during menstrual phase when hormonal levels are lowest in the body.

Very few reports are available to indicate the effect of pregnancy on the hearing levels. Only two controversial reports are available to demonstrate electro-physiologically the impact of pregnancy on auditory brainstem pathway. Tandon et al reported increase in inter-peak latency I–V of ABR in pregnant females suggesting thereby a delay in conduction at the brainstem level (13). However, a recent study by Sennaroglu and Belgin did not reveal any change in ABR throughout the pregnancy (14). They postulated that hormonal changes are occurring slowly over a long period of time which leads to adaptation and sensitization of brain.

Central auditory conduction was found to be affected in different studies during menstrual cycle (8–10). As MLRs and SVRs are better tool to represent the central auditory conduction electro-physiologically and hormonal levels changes markedly during third trimester of pregnancy, so we planned to record these responses during pregnancy. Our previous study in different phases of menstrual cycle suggested that SVR waves do get affected by the changing levels of estrogen and progesterone (15). As pregnancy involves a number of neuro-endocrine interactions, so in the present study we tried to see the effect of pregnancy on central level of auditory pathways by recording MLRs and SVRs.

**METHODS**

**Subjects:**

A total of 40 subjects of age group 18–28 years (mean 23) participated in this study. They formed two groups of 20 each. First group consisted of pregnant females in their third trimester (gestation between 26–40 weeks). Second group consisted of non-pregnant females having regular menstrual cycle who served as control. The subjects were selected according to the following criteria: 1. No systemic disease; 2. No ear complaint before pregnancy; 3. No history of frequent abortions or small for date babies; 4. No toxaemia during pregnancy; 5. No use of medication during pregnancy; 6. Normal blood pressure and electrolytes.
Non-pregnant females were also checked for any ear problem or systemic disease. Female subjects having regular (28–30 days) menstrual cycles were selected in control group. All records were obtained during menstruation phase when hormonal levels are believed to be lowest in the body. The subjects were included in the study after excluding any ear pathology and were having hearing threshold of 0–20 dBHL at octave interval frequencies from 250-8000 Hz.

During the recording session, the subject was asked to lie in supine position on a reclined bed. The study was conducted in an air conditioned (22°C ±2°C) and sound-proof laboratory room. Ag/Agcl scalp electrodes were affixed with collodion at Cz-A1 and Cz-A2 positions of 10/20 electrodes placement system and ground electrode was placed on the forehead. Skin on electrode impedance was kept below 5 Kohms. MLRs and SVRs were picked, averaged, filtered and displayed on the screen of Neuropack-II Plus Evoked Potential Recorder (Nihon Kohden Japan).

**MLR:** Alternating rarefaction and condensation clicks were generated by passing 0.1 msec square pulses through shielded headphones having an inter-stimulus interval of 75 msec. With the stimulus rate 5 Hz, 256 stimuli were filtered, amplified and averaged for each ear separately for recording mid-latency responses. The contralateral ear was masked with a white noise of -40 dBHL. Peak latencies of each positive and negative wave, No, Po, Na, Pa, Nb, and Pb in the latency range 10–50 msec were recorded.

**SVR:** In the same subjects, 64 acoustic responses were amplified and averaged at stimulus rate 0.5 Hz for slow vertex responses. Peak latencies of different positive and negative waves, P1, N1, P2 and N2 were recorded in the latency range 50–300 msec.

Records from both the ears were averaged and a mean of them was taken into consideration. The data obtained from both the pregnant and non-pregnant groups was compared for each variable by using unpaired student’s T test for statistical analyses.

### RESULTS

Mid latency waves are not found to be altered significantly when pregnant and non pregnant groups were compared. Table I depicts the absolute peak latencies of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Po</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Pa</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Latency (ms) (Mean ±2SD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnant</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.15±1.71</td>
<td>11.99±2.11</td>
<td>16.34±3.32</td>
<td>28.73±3.75</td>
<td>40.13±3.85</td>
<td>46.37±3.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-pregnant (controls)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.62±1.99</td>
<td>11.86±1.66</td>
<td>15.52±2.77</td>
<td>27.12±6.36</td>
<td>40.06±4.05</td>
<td>46.25±3.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE I: Showing the peak latencies of waves of MLR in pregnant and non-pregnant females.
different variables of MLRs in both the groups. SVR variables P1, N1, P2 and N2 are significantly affected during pregnancy when compared to the non-pregnant females. Mean and standard deviation of different waves in both the groups is being compared in Table II. Absolute peak latency of all the SVR waves increases during pregnancy in the present study. The figures 1 and 2 show the actual recordings of MLRs and SVRs when compared in pregnant and non-pregnant females.

**DISCUSSION**

The increased levels of estrogen, progestrone and other placental hormones during pregnancy might play an important role in controlling the higher functions. Pregnancy has been found to have an inhibitory influence on cognitive functions which could be due to increased levels of sex steroids and their interaction with the central nervous system (16). During pregnancy levels of these hormones increases 10–12 fold than the non-pregnant state which may interact with various neurotransmitters in the brain. This sex steroid neurotransmitter interaction is known to affect the morphology and latencies of various evoked potential responses.
Earlier studies from our lab have revealed that latencies of visual evoked potentials (VEP) decreases (17) while those of auditory brainstem responses (ABR) increases during pregnancy (13). They suggested that increased inter-peak latency I–V of ABRs during third trimester of pregnancy could be because of elevated levels of estrogen and progesterone or could be due to retention of water. Another study by Sennaroglu & Belgin did not find any change in the waves of ABR in pregnancy (14). They suggested that hormonal changes are occurring over a long period of time which result in adaptation and sensitization of the brain. However they found that hearing level to low tone sounds decreases which could be because of excessive retention of sodium and water.

Such contradictory statements are also there regarding the influence of these hormonal changes across the menstrual cycle on ABRs. Some reported no change across the menstrual cycle (5–7) while others reported rise in latencies of wave III and V during mid-cycle and fall in these latencies during mid-luteal phase (8–10). Elkind-Hirsch and co-workers stated that estrogen by increasing the synthesis of GABA in auditory pathways has an inhibitory role on auditory conduction whereas progesterone has antagonistic and nullifying effect (11).

No report is available till now showing the effect of pregnancy on mid-latency responses (MLRs) and slow vertex responses (SVRs) which are the indicators of auditory information processing at the thalamo-cortical and cortical association areas respectively. In the present study MLR waves are not showing any significant change in pregnant group as compared to the non pregnant group. We can interpret that primary thalamo-cortical auditory pathway, supposed to be the generators for MLR might not get affected by the changing levels of estrogen and progesterone during pregnancy. All the waves of SVRs are getting significantly delayed during pregnancy in our study which could be because of the interaction between estrogen and progesterone with the generators of SVRs.

Generators of P2 and N2 components of SVR are found to be located in various polysensory association areas- peri-cruciate gyrus, antero-lateral gyrus and medial supra-sylvian gyrus (18, 19). N1 wave arises from sub-cortical sources receiving projections from inferior parietal lobule and P1 reflect an additional auditory processing system in parallel with the primary thalamo-cortical pathway. All these generators lie in various cortical areas, it can be said that auditory information at the central level is getting delayed. This could be because of the elevated levels of various hormones and their interaction with various neurotransmitters in the generator regions. P3 event related potential which is a late component of auditory evoked response has already been found to be prolonged in pregnancy whose generators lie in hippocampus (16). Retention of sodium and water during pregnancy is not likely to affect the SVRs because that is most likely to affect the
peripheral auditory conduction rather than central.

This study further provides an electrophysiological evidence of slowing of information processing and perception at the cortical and association areas during third trimester of normal pregnancy.
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